Recordation of Real-Party-In-Interest Information Comment of Professor Colleen Chien 1 to the USPTO Docket No. PTO-P-2012-0047 Summary Through this comment, I support the PTO's efforts to elicit and disseminate ownership data about patents, particularly with respect to Real-Party-In Interest (RPI) information. The comment 1) explains why ownership information is so important to the core functions of the patent system: technology transfer and technology commercialization; 2) commends and suggests several steps the PTO could take/continue to take to improve the quality, quantity, and dissemination of ownership information and explains why I believe an even more expansive definition of RPI should be applied in certain contexts; and 3) includes an Appendix that summarizes each of the 17 comments that the PTO received in its 2011 Request for Comments on Eliciting More Complete Patent Assignment Information ("2011 RFC") , which the remainder of this comment draws from extensively.
Why This Matters
To start this comment, I'm going to list a line from a patent: "distance.sub.t=.SIGMA.[(w.sub.i*0.25/(.sigma…" Huh, you might be saying? Let me repeat myself again: "distance.sub.t=.SIGMA. [(w.sub.i*0.25/(.sigma…" Yes. I meant it: "distance.sub.t=.SIGMA. [(w.sub.i*0.25/(.sigma…." 1 Assistant Professor, Santa Clara University School of Law. © 2013. colleenchien@gmail.com. This comment was submitted January 25, 2013 to the PTO, this version contains some typographic amendments. I also submitted a short paper entitled "The Who Owns What Probem in Patent Law," available on SSRN, in relation to the PTO Request for Comments on Eliciting More Complete Patent Assignment Information ("2011 RFC") in which I supported the PTO's efforts to record more complete assignment information and discussed the reasons why assignment information is incomplete and contains errors, including 1) failure to record ownership, 2) failure to record ownership in a timely manner, 3) assignment to shell or subsidiary companies that the PTO does not affiliate with the real party in interest, and 4) inconsistent self-identification and advocate for better dissemination of existing information in addition to soliciting more information. I am thankful to my research assistant Nicole Shanahan whose summary of the comments from the 2011 RFC responses is included as Appendix A. This comment draws from my experiences in practice as a patent prosecutor, and empirical patent law scholar who has worked with the USPTO's patent assignment and conveyance database, the PTO maintenance database, and other related information about the post-issuance events in a patent's life, most recently in developing my 2011 paper, Predicting Patent Litigation, 90 Tex. Law Rev. 283 (2011 and in relation to my work on patent assertion entities, and patent disclosure (see, e.g. Rethinking Patent Disclosure presentation available at http:// digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/facpubs/404/) What the heck?, you are thinking. But before you stop reading, let me offer some additional context. This formula appears in a patent issued to Timothy Westergren. 2 And it's issued to a company called Pandora. Now do you have a hunch what this patent is? Right, it appears to be a music matching algorithm that Pandora patented.
So if I'm company that is either in this music space or wants to be, this patent could critical for understanding my ability to compete and operate. The fact that it is owned by Pandora, one of the most successful online music companies, is just as important as the formula itself. Without that bit of context, that context about who owns it, the formula by itself is useless information.
But with this context of ownership, this patent is way more useful and interesting from at least two perspectives: First -defensively, if I'm a competitor, I know that Pandora has rights in this algorithm and I better be careful to not tread on it or seek a license. As a tool of tech transfer, however, this information could also be critical. If I'm a startup in this space and I want to reverse engineer what others have done, I'm going to look at what others have done, and I want to know what Pandora has done. It might also have risk management implications -if the patent is owned by a patent assertion entity known for enforcing its portfolios -knowing that this patent, or that fundamental patents in the field are owned by it, or that such companies have ownership or financial interests in the patent, may help me make more efficient business decisions and avoid costly liability.
Here, as in other situations, context is as important as content. If I don't know who owns this patent, it doesn't mean much to me. There's a sea of patents out there and ownership provides a screen, a filter, a way to access it.
So what does this have to do with Real Party in Interest (RPI)? Well, let's say that this initial patent was assigned to Pandora, and I search for Pandora and find it, but in doing so I miss a bunch of patents assigned to the Music Genome Project, an earlier version of Pandora that was absorbed into it. What the PTO can accomplish through RPI is the ability to search for a single entity -the RPI of Pandora-and find these patents even though I would have missed them through a search of front page assignee or subsequent recorded assignee, had that not been recorded. This is huge, and for this reason I fully support the PTO's efforts in this regard.
The remainder of this comment addresses various aspects of the PTO's and related proposals to enhance the quality and dissemination of patent information in context.
Things that the PTO Can (Continue to ) Do To Enhance Patent Disclosure
Many of these suggestions fall under the category of keep up the good work, some suggest other things the PTO could do that go beyond the scope of the RFC.
1. Keep engaging with the community, keep listening; this is the second request for comments in a year that the PTO has conducted on the subject of recording patent ownership information, and this RFC reflects a number of suggestions and improvements made in the first round including eliciting RPI rather than just ownership information and reducing the cost of recordation. Although not everyone agreed in either of the forums about whether such rules were a good idea, in fact there was a lot of consonance among the suggestions even among diverse constituents, as is noted throughout this comment. These dialogues are an outstanding way to craft policy that will work and maximize the benefits, while reducing the costs, of enhanced disclosure. In future dialogues, the PTO could consider trying to get greater engagement from the startup community or those who otherwise use patents as a means of technology transfer, in addition to the lawyers, large firms, and individuals who have provided input to date, if the agency does not get sufficient input in this round.
2. Reduce the costs of additional disclosure particularly for attorneys; in response to the 2011 RFC and at the 2013 public roundtable, attorney groups and law firms overwhelmingly favored less disclosure, while companies and academics favored more disclosure. (see Appendix and 2013 roundtable recording) Common reasons that attorneys and attorney groups cited for their opposition included increased expense, burden, and liabilities. The PTO has already reduced the cost of recordation by eliminating the fee associated with providing this information. In addition, it could relieve the burden and risks to attorneys by, for example, making it possible for companies to use the PTO website to themselves update assignment information, rather than using their attorney and minimize any disciplinary or other penalties to the attorney or their client associated with giving inadvertently providing wrong information.
3. Reduce the risk of errors in providing ownership/RPI information; another concern cited by attorney groups was that enhanced disclosure brought with it enhanced risk of errors in providing disclosure information. Already, companies constantly refer to themselves in inconsistent ways (see 2011 RFC Chien comment), and this problem could be exacerbated if more information is required. Possible ways to address this risk could be 1) assigning every RPI/entity a unique firm level identifier as discussed by 2011 RFC Serrano/Simcoe comment and 2) forcing each customer to use a unique customer number with strict, standardized rules for who can be a customer, or 3) reviewing assignments prior to recordation to ensure consistency in owner of record (2011 RFC Slaughter comment); there are other ways to bring the state of the art in name and error detection to try to reduce the risk of error in ownership information.
4. Make patent data available to the public; the Kappos administration has already advanced public access to patent information by leaps and bounds by releasing PTO data to the public and partnering with Google to provide key information like prior art references. That is wonderful. Of the additional information it could release, PAIR data via API, without captcha or restriction, is an obvious one. I commend the PTO on its efforts to unleash this data which I understand is a big effort.
However, the PTO could go further to make data accessible right on its own website to the public, or to partner with a public interest organization that promises to make the data available in a user friendly form to the public at or below cost. In particular, many commentators (2011 RFC Chien, IPLAC, Oliff, Philips, and related comments) lamented the lack of linkage between the various repositories of patent data that the PTO stores and/or lack of easily accessible ownership and patent status (expired/unexpired) information.
5. Unify Patent Data Across Databases; that is to say, in addition to seeking more information from applicants, the PTO could do more with the information it already has by unifying patent data across databases. Although the only patents that could be asserted are patents that have not lapsed, as I have said before, it is impossible to search only among in-force patents at the PTO website, and even finding out whether a particular patent is still in force is a laborious process. It should be possible for an innovator to carry out the following searches without having to call their lawyer or hire a professional searcher, expenses that may be too costly for small startups: -Search and find all the expired patents by keyword owned by a key competitor; -Search and find all the unexpired patents by keyword owned by a key competitor; -Search and find all the litigated patents by keyword; -Search and find out which patents by keyword have been securitized or traded.
6. Developing and encouraging the dissemination of commercially and economically relevant data about patents; the Kappos' administration's efforts to work with the EPO to develop a state of the art classification system that reflect real-world industry segmentations and differences, and to connect patent metrics to real world metrics like jobs, should be commended. Connecting intangible metrics to the tangible world and its real-world measures is a challenging but crucial task one as our economy increasingly depends on intangible assets.
7. Foster linkages to other repositories of patent data; as the PTO becomes increasingly becomes involved in the life of the patent beyond US prosecution, it should seek to "keep in touch" with these related stages of the patent/patent families life, including through connection and transmittal of information to INPADOC and ESPACENET (2011 RFC AIPLA comment) , and the exposure of information about litigated patents, potentially through the reporting process that takes place between the Federal Judicial system and PTO.
8. Make it easier to find the pieces of portfolios of patents; the inability to find the disparate pieces of a portfolio because their ownership is recorded under different names undercuts the notice function of the patent system and poses a key business risk.
(see 2011 RFC IBM, Chien, and Serrano/Simcoe comments, discussing the challenges of search and clearance related to the inability of searchers to find a company's complete patent holdings; see also 2011 RFC Chien comment explaining that these challenges stem from inadvertent, economic, and strategic disclosure or lack thereof). In-house counsel have told me that those who want to take advantage of the PTO's new and existing administrative procedures are significantly frustrated by the inability to tell what patents an entity even holds -if you can't find an entity's patents, you can't challenge them. The inability to locate the portfolio pieces disadvantages those with fewer patents, giving undue leverage and the ability to engage in "patent ambush" or otherwise catch the target offguard, to large-portfolio holders.
There are several ways the PTO could make it easier to find portfolios of patents. Some that have been suggested include 1) requiring RPI information to be disclosed, enabling aggregation at the "RPI" stage (the current RFC); 2) review of assignment prior to recordation to ensure consistency in owner of record (2011 RFC Slaughter comment), 3) creating a unique firm-level set of codes to enable links to other databases (2011 RFC Serrano/Simcoe comment); 4) disseminating customer number/ID code information (2011 RFC Chien comment) or forcing each customer to use a unique code with strict, standardized rules for who can be a customer. A potentially useful thing to do as well would be to integrate continuation and divisional patents applications into the parent at the assignment recordation stage (2011 RFC IPLAC comment, see also 2011 RFC AIPLA comment re: "chain of title" assignment filings ), by requiring when the parent application assignment is recorded, the applicant to check a box indicating that related applications are covered, and thereby automatically establishing the default owner for those other patent assets.
Only the PTO has the expertise to know which option is feasible at the least cost. Any progress the PTO can make in solving the vexatious subsidiary-matching problem would be very welcome.
9. Enhance the quality and consistency of recorded information; by updating PTO form 1595 to include more categories of conveyances and make it easy and searchable to distinguish between them. The ways in which a patent may be conveyed or encumbered has blossomed with the growing importance of intangible assets in our economy. Some impact the right to sue, others are more ministerial. I like the 2011 recommendation of the AIPLA to separate assignments, for example, into those which impact the legal right to sue and real party in interest and those that do not (e.g. name change). Short of a full-blown re-assignment, a patent may be the subject of a lien, covenant not to sue, "GSA, a mortage, a charge" (2011 RFC AIPLA comment), an exclusive license, a nonexclusive license (see also 2011 RFC Ritchie comment), it should be possible to check the appropriate box in Section 3 and normalize this information, and make it searchable. I also endorse the AIPLA's recommendation that this information be enterable through an XML or API format.
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. Requiring litigation-level, enhanced RPI disclosure, when the patent is engaged in postgrant proceedings; the RFC asks for feedback on two definitions of RPI. To the extent that both serve suggestion 8, I do not have a strong preference between the two of them though, if costless in terms of accuracy, compliance, and burden, more disclosure is generally better. However, I would go further particularly in the context of post-grant proceedings and advocate, because these proceedings are often litigation-like, the imposition of litigation-like real party in interest disclosures that require the disclosure of any party with a financial interest in the outcome of the proceeding. Though local rules vary, Northern District of California Model Rule Local Rule 3-16 has been praised in the practitioner community for providing a useful record of ownership. The rules provide that " [u] pon making a first appearance in any proceeding in this Court, a party must file with the Clerk a 'Certification of Interested Entities or Persons," which includes "any persons, associations of persons, firms, partnerships, corporations (including parent corporations), or other entities other than the parties themselves known by the party to have either: (i) a financial interest (of any kind) in the subject matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding; or (ii) any other kind of interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the proceeding."
Because I am sensitive of the costs that might need to go into providing RPI information, if requiring RPI information to be provided in every patent is unfeasible, I would advocate requiring RPI information to be available upon request, by party, patent, or other entity within a certain period of time. If the RPI cannot readily be identified from the record, a delay may be introduced in the proceeding to compensate for the gap in time.
Respectfully (1) Is there any reason that the mandatory disclosure of any assignee or assignees should not take place at the time of application filing?
(2) Would it be in the public interest for the USPTO to obtain from applicants updated identification of the assignee at the time of allowance, e.g. in response to the Notice of Allowance? Are there limitations on the USPTO's rights and powers to require the reporting of such information?
(3) Would it be in the public interest for the USPTO to obtain from applicants updated identification of the assignee during prosecution of the application? Are there limitations on the USPTO's rights and powers to require the reporting of such information? Should the USPTO consider requiring the identification of assignment changes after filing date for inclusion on the patent application publication (PGPub)? At what time should changes be recorded relative to the assignment, and what are the appropriate consequences of non-compliance?
(4) Would it be in the public interest for the USPTO to obtain from applicants updated identification of the assignee after issue of the patent? Are there limitations on the USPTO's rights and powers to require the reporting of such information? At what time should such identification be made to the Office relative to a change? Should the USPTO consider requiring the identification of assignment changes during the maintenance period of the patent right, i.e., after grant, but prior to patent expiration? What are the appropriate consequences of non-compliance?
(5) To accomplish adequate and timely recording, are changes to Agency regulations necessary? What are the most effective and appropriate means for the USPTO to provide the public with a timely and accurate record of the assignment of patent rights and the assignee?
(6) Would it help the USPTO's goal of collecting more updated assignment information if 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2) were amended to require identification of any new ownership rights that caused the application or issued patent to lose entitlement to small entity status?
(7) Given the passage of the America Invents Act, is it proper for the Office to provide for financial incentives for disclosure of assignment information by way of discounts in fee payments? For example, would it be more likely for patentees to update assignment information and record assignment documents on in-force patents if a maintenance-fee discount were available in return? What are the appropriate consequences for failure to provide accurate information when accepting such a discount? (8) In order to provide a more complete record for transactional purposes, what changes do you recommend that USPTO make in its requirements or incentives relating to the disclosure of assignment information during the patent application process and for issued enforce patents? N/A "We would recommend that the current USPTO's website system of "Assignments on the Web" system reflect the latest assignment information in more timely and precise manner. In order for that the web system would receive more timely and precise assignment information, we would recommend the cost incentive for the earlier recordation of the assignment. So, the earlier recordation of the assignment information, the less fees will be charged." No -the USPTO loses jurisdiction over the patent after issuance
IPO
No -It "would be going backwards" to the old system, which required detailed ownership information. That system was complex and expensive; it was simplified for a purpose. Yes -There is no current mechanism for the developer to independently discover or verify the full scope of the corporation's patent portfolio in a time-or costeffective fashion. "the Office could charge a standard recordation fee (or waive the fee altogether) for assignments recorded before the application is published (or, e.g., sixteen months from the priority date, to allow processing time for including the ownership information with publication). The Office could charge a higher fee for assignments recorded after publication but before a Notice of Allowance. For assignments recorded after the Notice of Allowance but prior to issuance, the Office could charge either the pre-Notice of Allowance fee if the recordation was under 37 C.F.R. § 1.20 to promote disclosure and recordation. As a consequence of failing to promptly disclose, the Office could charge the full fee, without application of discounts.
accompanied by a certification that the assignment was recently executed, e.g., within 30 days of recording, or a larger fee if the assignment is recorded without such a certification." "the Office could send a "Need to Record Assignment" notification, after filing or prior to publication, affording the applicant an opportunity to avail itself of the less-expensive prepublication recordation fee, as discussed above." 
